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Abstract 
Karyotype prescription is based on clinical signs (or reasons for karyotype 
prescription) which are phenotypic manifestations associated with chromo-
somal abnormalities. The aim of this study was to establish a correspondence 
between karyotype indications and their results in patients. This was a retros-
pective study that was carried out in the Histology-Embryology-Cytogenetics 
laboratory of the University Hospital of Cocody-Abidjan from 2014 to 2019. 
58 patient files were identified and included the indication or reason for pre-
scribing a constitutional karyotype and the biological result obtained. An in-
dividual data sheet was used to collect the data. 17 reasons for prescription 
were identified and divided into 2 groups. Sexual ambiguity was the most 
frequent reason (29.3%). The first group (G1) represented the 10 reasons for 
which the karyotype results were normal. The second group (G2) corres-
ponded of the 7 motives with normal or abnormal karyotype results. Several 
anomalies were listed according to these reasons: inversions, mosaics (ano-
malies of number and structure) and trisomy 21. The last was the most fre-
quent chromosomal anomaly (69.24%). It was found in several reasons for 
karyotype prescription: malformations, neurological disorders, suspected tri-
somy and cardiac pathology. Several factors could explain these results, among 
which are the limits of the karyotype and the non-genetic causes that can in-
duce these abnormal phenotypes. Complementary examinations to the karyo-
type are molecular cytogenetic techniques, notably fluorescence in situ hybri-
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dization (FISH) and array comparative genomic hybridization (Array-CGH). 
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1. Introduction 

The karyotype is the representation of all the chromosomes constituting the ge-
netic heritage of an individual, the analysis of which aims to look for chromo-
somal abnormalities of number and structure [1]. These abnormalities have a 
birth prevalence rate of 43.8/10.000 in Europe [2]. 

The reasons for prescribing the karyotype (or clinical signs) are abnormal 
phenotypes which are expressed at the level of the organism by physiological 
dysfunctions such as reproductive disorders, mental retardation or morphologi-
cal anomalies, namely congenital malformations [1]. 

It was discovered in 1958, the link between a clinical syndrome with mental 
retardation and a chromosomal abnormality (trisomy 21) [3]. 

Although techniques of cytogenetics have made it possible to relate pheno-
typic manifestations to chromosomal abnormalities, due to the variable expres-
sivity of genetic disease, it is not easy to assess a prognosis. Indeed, Di George 
syndrome or 22q11.2 microdeletion (1/4000 births) is another example of a syn-
drome with high inter and even intrafamilial phenotypic variability despite the 
almost constant size of the microdeletion responsible for the syndrome [4]. 

In the same order, the so-called balanced diseases, in which all the genes are 
present, but abnormally arranged such as reciprocal translocations, are not often 
accompanied by morphological abnormality in carriers but can be the cause of 
reproductive disorders [5]. 

The objective of this work is to seek a possible correspondence between the rea-
sons for prescription and the results of the karyotype in patients referred for chro-
mosomal exploration to the laboratory of Histology-Embryology-Cytogenetics of 
the University Hospital of Cocody-Abidjan. 

2. Material and Methods 
During the retrospective study from January 2014 to December 2019 carried out 
in the Histology-Embryology-Cytogenetics laboratory of the University Hospital 
of Cocody-Abidjan (Republic of Côte d’Ivoire), 58 patient files were identified 
(bulletins, reports) which included the indication or reason for prescribing a 
constitutional karyotype and the biological result obtained (normal karyotypes, 
abnormal karyotypes with anomalies number and structure). Files that did not 
include the reason for prescribing the karyotype were not retained. The karyo-
types were performed abroad. 

The anonymity and confidentiality of the results were respected. 
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The data collected on an individual technical sheet were presented in the form 
of averages and percentages using Excel 2010. 

3. Results 

The patients were grouped according to the reason for prescribing the karyo-
type.17 reasons for prescription of karyotype have been identified. Sexual ambi-
guity was the most common reason 17 (29.3%). Of 58 patients referred for chro-
mosomal exploration, 45 (77.6%) patients had normal karyotypes and 13 (22.4%) 
cases had abnormal karyotypes.  

3.1. Reasons for Prescription Presenting Normal Karyotype  
Results 

Group 1 (G1): reasons for prescription for which the karyotype result was normal, 
they were 10 and represented 58.82% of the reasons for prescription (Table 1).  

3.2. Reasons for Prescribing the Karyotype Corresponding to a 
Normal or Abnormal Karyotype Then Associated  
Chromosomal Abnormalities 

Group 2 (G2): motives whose karyotype results were normal or abnormal. Sev-
eral abnormalities have been listed according to these reasons (Table 2). 

4. Discussion 

In this work, it comes to establishing the correspondence between alteration of 
the phenotype and the results of the karyotype with the help of several clinical 
cases. Two groups of reasons for prescription have been identified. 

Group 1 (G1) represented reasons that had given normal karyotype results 
(Table 1). In these cases, the diagnosis of suspected chromosomal abnormalities 
of the referred patients was not confirmed. 

Several reasons could explain these results, among which are the limits of the 
classic karyotype and the non-genetic causes that can induce these abnormal 
phenotypes (or prescription reasons). 

Indeed, the karyotypes analyzed in this study were classic or constitutional 
karyotypes whose cytogenetic analysis has different constraints. It is impossible 
to access chromosomal rearrangements of small sizes inferior to 5 megabases 
(Mb) [6] [7]. 

Besides that, there are non-genetic factors that can induce abnormal pheno-
types such as environmental (ionizing radiation, tobacco smoke and chemical 
production plants), endocrinological and anatomical factors [8]. In addition, 
advanced maternal age at conception (over 35 years) is associated with a type of 
congenital malformation [9] [10] [11] [12]. 

Group 2 (G2) corresponded to reasons with normal or abnormal karyotype 
results. Associated chromosomal abnormalities were trisomy 21, inversions and 
mosaics which made up of number and structure anomalies. Trisomy 21 or 
Down syndrome that is the dominant anomaly was found in several indications, 
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Table 1. Reasons for prescription presenting normal karyotype results (G1). 

Motives 
Results of  
karyotypes 

Number of  
karyotype cases 

Sexual ambiguity   

Cardiac pathology   

Early neonatal death   

Repeated spontaneous   

Miscarriage 46, XX: normal female  

Hypogonadism 46, XY: normal male 29 

Congenital adrenal gland hypertrophy   

Primary amenorrhea   

Gynecomastia   

Repeating clear egg   

Leukemia   

 
Table 2. Reasons for prescribing the karyotype corresponding to a normal or abnormal 
karyotype (G2). 

Motives Karyotype results 
Number of  

karyotype cases 

Hypospadias 

Normal 6 

Abnormal 
Mosaic: 46 X del (Y) (p11.2q11.23) 

[45.5%]/45, X [54.5%] 
1 

Deformities 

Normal 6 

Abnormal 
Inversion: 46, XX, inv (9) 

Mosaic: 45, XY, −10 [7%]/46, XY, r(10) 
(p15.3q26.3) [93%] 

Trisomy: 47, XY, +21 

3 

Neurological  
disorders 

Normal 2 

Abnormal 
Trisomy: 47, XY, +21 

1 

Neurological  
disorders and  
malformations 

Normal 0 

Abnormal 
Trisomy: 47, XY, +21 

1 

Pubertal delay 
Normal 1 

Abnormal 
Inversion: 46, XY, inv (9) 

1 

Suspicion of  
trisomy 

Normal 1 
Abnormal 

Trisomy: 47, XY, +21 
5 

Suspicion of  
trisomy and  

cardiac pathology 

Normal 0 
Abnormal 

Trisomy: 47, XY, +21 
1 

Total  29 
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and these are malformations, neurological disorders, suspected trisomy and car-
diac pathology.  

There is phenotype variability for all chromosomal abnormalities [13]. Several 
authors have emphasized that the phenotypic variability of Down’s syndrome 
concerns many clinical signs of the disease, namely the importance of intellec-
tual retardation, the inconstant presence of cardiopathy, or of a single transverse 
palmar crease, very early in the course of the development [14] [15]. 

To explain this variability and the fact that some of the phenotypic traits of 
trisomy 21 exist in the general population (the unique transverse palmar crease 
for example) or in other trisomies, hypotheses have been reported. According to 
Rachidi [16], it’s possible that a single gene cannot cause all of the phenotypic 
characteristics associated with trisomy 21, rather it is more evident that many 
other developmental genes located on other chromosomes have a role to play in 
this phenomenon [17]. 

Other authors [18] [19] identified 3 groups of genes. Those always overex-
pressed, are probably involved in the constant phenotypic traits of Down syn-
drome like mental retardation, hypotonia or early Alzheimer’s. Then, the genes 
with a variable level of expression could be responsible for the phenotypic varia-
bility of patients with Down syndrome, and those whose expression is identical 
in patients with Down syndrome and healthy patients. 

The above data show the complexity of the genetic mechanisms that can be at 
the origin of a phenotype and its variability. 

Nowadays, the resolution in cytogenetics has reached the level of the gene, 
making it possible to refine the genotype/phenotype correlations and therefore 
to improve the genetic counseling of chromosomal diseases [19]. 

Thus, the practitioner will have to prescribe for G1 and G2, complementary 
examinations to the constitutional karyotype. These are the molecular tech-
niques of cytogenetics including fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and 
array comparative genomic hybridization (Array-CGH). Using these molecular 
techniques [20], it is thus possible to highlight chromosomal rearrangements of 
size less than 5 Mb, unnoticed on the karyotype.  

This work shows the interest of the karyotype and the contribution of various 
molecular cytogenetic techniques for the diagnosis of chromosomal abnormali-
ties. Indeed, of the total of 58 patients suspected of having chromosomal aberra-
tions and sent to the laboratory, only 22.4% had a chromosomal abnormality. 

Apart from chromosomal abnormalities, these clinical signs may be caused by 
non-genetic factors. 

5. Conclusions 

The reasons for prescribing the karyotype are clinical references which may be 
due to environmental, endocrinological, anatomical factors, and related to ma-
ternal age alongside genetic causes. 

The karyotype is a first-line examination to look for number or structure ab-
normalities. But in case of a phenotype suggestive of chromosomal anomalies 
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and the absence of abnormal karyotypes in patients referred, it is necessary to 
resort to other high-resolution cytogenetic techniques, in particular fluorescence 
in situ hybridization (FISH) and Array comparative genomic hybridization (Ar-
ray-CGH). 
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